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Materials: 

1. Positive electrode – copper (e.g. a US penny before 1982 - 95% copper, or a US quarter - 92% copper) 

2. Negative electrode – zinc (a piece of galvanize of nail – the coating is zinc) 

3. An electrolyte – a lemon (or a potato or other fruits which has acidic or salt content) 

 

Setup: 

Make a slit on the lemon and insert penny, push nail into lemon about ~ 1 inch (2 -3 cm) away from the 

penny (if the lemon is not too ripe, you may want to squeeze the lemon slightly to mobilize the juice 

before you insert the electrodes).   You have made a lemon cell.  If you have a voltmeter (or multi-meter), 

you can measure the voltage across the two electrodes (copper is positive and zinc is negative); you 

should get around 0.9 volt. If you connect two of them in series, you will get two the voltage (~ 1.8 volt).   

When more than one cell is connected together, it is call a battery (or battery of cells).  

 

 
 

At this point, you may think that you can light up a flash light bulb with this lemon battery because a D-

cell is 1.5 volt.  But, you can’t; the lemon battery has too high an internal resistance (few thousand ohms); 

it can only supply a very small amount of current (~ few tenths of a mA). 

 

Light Emitting Diode (LED): 

A LED requires about 1.5 volt but a very small amount of current to light up; two lemon cells in series 

can light up a LED (very dimly).  Four lemon cells in series can light up a LED bright enough to be 

photographed. 

 
 

Connecting LED to lemon battery: 

Unlike a light bulb, a LED has a specific positive and negative terminals which can be identified in the 

picture above.  You must connect the positive terminal of the LED to the positive electrode of the lemon 

battery and negative terminal to the negative electrode. 

 

Things to explore and quantify: 

1. Try other electrolytes. 

2. Vary the distance between the electrode and see if it affects the voltage or the current (you will need a 

multi-meter; available in electronic store such as Radio Shack). 

3. Vary the sizes of the electrode (use a quarter instead of penny, a bigger or small nail) and see if it 

affects the voltage or the current. 

 

Reference: Images obtained from http://hilaroad.com/camp/projects/lemon/lemon_battery.html 


